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as shy as fish usually are. He (Dr. Warwick) thought this a most
remarkable instance of gratitude in a fish for a benefit received ; and,

as it always came at his whistle, it proved also what he had pre-

viously, with other naturalists, disbelieved, that fishes are sensible to

sound.

Dr. Warwick next related an anecdote illustrative of extraordinary

instinct in the elephant " Chunee," which was shot some years ago
at Exeter Change, London, in consequence of his having gone mad.
This animal would pick up a shilling from the ground with its trunk,

and place it in the waistcoat pocket of the person who intentionally

dropped it. Upon one occasion Dr. Warwick dropped a shilling

purposely out of the animal's reach, and waited the result with some
curiosity. The elephant appeared to consider for some time, and
then raising its proboscis to nearly a horizontal position, blew
violently against the opposite wall ; the reverberation of the wind
was so forcible that it blew the coin over ; and the elephant repeated

its blowing until it had got the shilling within its reach ; it then

picked it up as usual, and deposited it in the doctor's waistcoat

pocket.

The President, Dr. Booth, also related an anecdote of this same
*' Chunee." When the first symptoms of madness w^ere evinced, and
it was thought necessary to poison him, a strong dose of mineral

poison was inserted into an orange and given to the elephant. The
animal was fond of oranges, and immediately swallowed it; but the

dose was not strong enough —it merely made him sick. It was at-

tempted to give a still stronger dose in the same manner, but the

animal w^ould not take it, and would never again sw^allow an orange

without first crushing it on the ground, as if to smell its contents.

—
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BRACKYCLADIUM.

King's Cliffe, Dec. 14, 1848.

As the generic name Brachycladium, ' Ann. of Nat. Hist.' series 2,

vol. ii. p. 382, is pre-occupied, I beg to substitute for it Brachycar-

phium. —M. J . B.

PREVENTIONOF BUGS.

To the Editors of the Annals of Natural History.

Dec. 18, 1848.

Gentlemen, —In the Magazine for the last two months are letters

on the prevention of the bed-bug {Cimex lectularius)

.

I have used Sir William Burnett's Disinfecting Fluid, the solu-

tion of the chloride of zinc ; it was applied by means of a feather

to all the joints and crevices in the bedstead and with complete

success. The solution entering the wood rendered it an unfit, and
probably a poisonous habitation for the Cimex.

The prevention of these animals is of more importance than some
may at first suppose it to be ; in some severe diseases, the disturbance
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they give the patient may greatly impede recovery, and I have heard

of instances where soldiers in barracks finding sleep imposisible in

bed have gone out of doors, and sleeping there have been seized

with inflammation of the lungs or other diseases, dangerous and
sometimes fatal. Yours, &c.,

Thomas Stratton, R.N.

METEOROLOGICALOBSERVATIONSFOR NOV. 1848.

Chiswick. —November 1. Rain, with fog. 2. Fine: cloudy. 3. Overcast:
cloudy and fine. 4. Overcast. 5. Clear and frosty : overcast. 6. Overcast.

7. Clear and cold : sharp frost at night. 8. Frosty : bright sun : clear and frosty.

9,10. Clear: slight frost at nights. 11. Overcast. 12. Shght rain. 13, 14. Very
fine. 15. Clear : severe frost at night. 16. Frosty : clear and fine. 17. Densely
clouded: rain: peculiar luminosity in the evening: overcast. 18. Densely
clouded. 19. Very fine. 20. Densely clouded : rain : boisterous. 21. Clear

and fine: peculiar aurora borealis half past seven p.m. in N.W. 22. Overcast.

23. Rain. 24. Cloudy: clear and frosty. 25. Frosty: overcast: slight rain.

26. Cloudy. 27. Very fine 28. Cloudy. 29. Densely overcast : boisterous,

30. Clear : cloudy : partially overcast.

JNlean temperature of the month 41°'0]

Mean temperature of Nov. 1847 44 '61

Mean temperature of Nov. for the last twenty years 43 "00

Average amount of rain in Nov 2*56 inches,

Boston. —Nov. 1. Foggy. 2. Fine. 3. Rain : rain a.m. and p.m. 4. Fine:
rain early a.m. and snow p.m. 5. Fine: rain p.m. 6. Cloudy. 7, 8. Fii>e.

9. Ctoudy : snow a.m. 10—14. Fine. 15. Cloudy. 16. Fine. 17. Cloudy:
rain a.m. 18. Cloudy. 19. Fine. 20. Cloudy : rain in evening. 21. Fine.^

22. Cloudy: rain a.m. 23. Cloudy. 24. Fine. 25. Fine: rain p.m. 26

—

28. Fine. 29. Fine : rain p.m. 30. Fine.

Applegarth Manse, Dumfries-shire. —Nov. 1. Dull a.m. : soft rain p.m. 2. Fine
generally: flying showers. 3. Rain am. : cleared: looking frosty. 4. Frost
hard : hills covered with snow. 5. Frost hard : sprinkling of snow. 6. Thaw:
showers : stormy. 7. Frost: fine clear day. 8. Frost: clear: snow p.m. 9. Fine
winter day : fros.t : snow inch deep. 10. Frost : clear: snow melting. 11. Frost :

dull and cloudy : snow gone. 12. Fine: no frost a.m. : gentle frost p.m. 13..

Frost A.M. : a change of weather. 14. Frost a.m.: thaw: frost again. 15. Frost a.m.:
thaw P.M. 16. Drops of rain occasionally. 17. Rain during night : aurora very
splendid. 18. Heavy rain during night : ditto day. 19. Frost a.m. : thaw p.m..

20. Storm of rain and wind : flood. 21. Bleak and dull all day. 22. Raii>
greater part of day. 23. Fair a.m. : rain p.m. 24. Frost again. 25,26. Thaw:
rain and high wind. 27. Fair and fine. 28. Wet nearly all day : high wind,.

29. Frequent showers. 30. Fair, but cloudy.

Mean temperature of the month 39°*8

Mean temperature of Nov. 1847 47 '7

Mean temperature of Nov. for the last twenty- five years . 40 '4

Rain in Nov. 1847 3"79inches.
Average amount of rain in Nov. for twenty years 3*60 „

Sandwick Manse, Orkney. —Nov. 1. Drops: rain : aurora. 2. Showers: hail-

showers. 3. Snow: hail-showers. 4. Snow : clear. 5. Showers. 6. Cloudy:
showers. 7. Showers : sleet. 8. Snow-showers : clear : frost. 9. Cloudy : rain.

10. Cloudy: clear: aurora. 11. Bright: drizzle: showers. 12. Fine: clear.

13. Cloudy : showers. 14. Cloudy : hail- showers. 15. Cloudy: showers. i6.

Bright : cloudy. 1 7. Showers : aurora. 18. Damp: showers : aurora. 19. Hoar«
frost : showers. 20. Rain. 21. [lain: cloudy: aurora. 22. Rain. 23. Showers:
aurora. 24. Cloudy : clear. 25,26. Cloudy: rain. 27,28. Showers. 29.

Cloudy : showers. 30. Showers.


